Summary of Financial Position
Fiscal year 2021 started at a slow jog and then picked up a gallop as we continued this pace through a year
of challenge, running our operations with financial integrity and grit. We cautiously stepped into this year
with tightened reins, facing a landscape of pandemic hurdles for client services and fundraising events. We
soon came from behind when a burst of speed arrived in the form of a Hennepin County grant that helped
reconfigure more COVID safe interior spaces and a PPP loan that kept staff working securely in the saddle.
Remarkable cheers of support from our donor base brought success to online fundraising events that helped us
cross the finish line a few strides ahead of our predicted run for the year.
This year we cut trail. Lead by our farm manager Lindsay, and the remarkably strong volunteer team of Lisa, Lyle and Willy, we cut trail
through the woods at the southwest corner of the farm. This new trail opened a world of opportunity for experiencing nature with clients,
exercising horses outdoors and appreciating the beauty and scope of the Lakota land (Wahpekute) on which our organization thrives. In
so many ways cutting trail symbolized how we found our way through this past year -- with teamwork, creativity and grit.
We found no shortage of challenges this year, and not just in the form of tree stumps, low hanging branches and boulders. We experienced
an increased demand for services in the midst of space and capacity limitations. We faced COVID exposure concerns in the wake of a
changing landscape of information. We tackled technical challenges in order to transform our fundraising efforts to online instead of in
person. Our building and grounds erupted with needs for drainage tiles to prevent flooding, heater replacements, gutter work, plumbing
and fencing repairs along with a funded but disruptive reconstruction of our interior spaces. We met all of these challenges with just a
slight wince of financial strain but welcomed an early spring and dry summer that provided more outdoor time to safely serve a growing
list of clients and begin generating more steady revenue.
In the fall, funding from Hennepin County and the Ralph French Charitable Foundation helped reconfigure our indoor space to expand
areas for in-person treatment and create a safe flow for entering and exiting the building. Creating this safe space carried us through
winter serving clients one at a time with ample space for coming and going. Client services focused heavily on mental health services
as the year of school on screens, cancelled events, COVID sprawl, violence in our communities and loss of loved ones kept a steady pace
of collective trauma. The time with horses and in nature presented a balm to the soul for our clients and, honestly, provided a rudder of
stability for all of our team members.
Joy burst in through spring and summer as we gradually welcomed back our youngest clients. Once steadied on the back of a horse,
their abundant smiles and gleeful noises brought sunshine and balanced our hearts for the steady work of moving lives forward. People
emerging from a year in front of a screen for school and therapies could finally set foot on the farm property and breathe fresh air or lay
a hand or forehead on the warm neck of a horse.
We cut trail for the safe return of all of our clients. We carefully put clients in place as the footing became more secure and by our fiscal
year end (June 30) we were once again robust with a full caseload albeit one that was charting a new path through these still uncertain
times.
Cutting new trail, reopening opportunity, onward. Thank you all for your time, your continued support and your interest in helping our work
continue. Grab some tools and join us. We welcome your help as we all find our way forward.
- Janet Weisberg, MS OTR/L HPCS, Founding Director

Therapy Services

Janet and her team have provided amazing support to our son Jack. Jack is autistic
and thrived during his time with Janet and team. We recognized his growth with
not only his bond with his animal friends (Whisper and Yoder) but the emotional
and physical guidance provided by Janet and her team. We can’t thank you enough!
~Amanda and Jason

I cannot rave enough about the OT therapy my son is receiving at Hold Your Horses.
My son has scoliosis. My son’s orthopedist, Dr. Harold Van Bosse, encourages his patients to incorporate hippotherapy because he’s seen such progress in his patients.
My son’s curve went from 47 down to 16 (with a goal of maintaining an under 10
degree curve) in 18 months! Regular hippotherapy has been a contributing factor in
strengthening my son’s core muscles. The gentle care and encouragement that my son
gets in every session blows me away every time. He’s gaining mobility, strength and
confidence! We are so very happy having the opportunity to go to Hold Your Horses!
~ Carolyn

We were so excited to get back to HYH this Spring. My son loves animals and when we
told him we were going to restart horse therapy, he said “Yea!” The staff is wonderful
to work with and the therapy helps my son in so many ways. Thanks for all you do!
~ Elizabeth

What a blessing to receive services this year! My son enjoyed seeing familiar
faces at the farm, being outside among the beautiful landscape and interacting
with Yoder each week. The highlight was giving Yoder lots of hugs and reading him
books. I think it gave my son a sense of normalcy during such unsettling times.
~ Angie

I’m so grateful for the opportunity to have kept a connection with the horses and
cats during the pandemic thru telehealth. It was very helpful to have weekly visits
to keep me active and motivated.
~ Maxx

I want to thank you for helping us get through a very difficult year.
~ Penny

